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Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of federal securities laws. These forward-looking 
statements are based on current expectations or beliefs, including, but not limited to, statements concerning the company’s 
operations, business strategy, anticipated behavior of consumers, and intentions or beliefs about future occurrences or results.
For this purpose, statements that are not statements of historical fact may be deemed to be forward-looking statements.

Sonim Technologies, Inc. (“Sonim”) cautions that these statements by their nature involve risks and uncertainties, and actual
results may differ materially depending on a variety of important factors beyond the control of Sonim. All forward-looking 
information should be evaluated in the context of these risks, uncertainties, and other factors, including those factors disclosed in 
Sonim’s most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K and any subsequent quarterly filings on Form 10-Q filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission.

Sonim cannot assure the reader that it will realize the results or developments Sonim anticipates, or, even if substantially 
realized, that they will result in the consequences or affect Sonim or its operations in the way Sonim expects. Forward-looking 
statements speak only as of the date made. Sonim undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements 
to reflect events or circumstances arising after the date on which they were made, except as otherwise required by law. As a 
result of these risks and uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements 
included herein or that may be made elsewhere from time to time by, or on behalf of, Sonim.

Non-GAAP Measures
This presentation includes certain historical and forward-looking non-GAAP financial measures, including but not limited to 
adjusted EBITDA excluding the effects of special items, and adjustments to GAAP and other non-GAAP measures to exclude the 
effect of special items. In addition to providing key metrics for management to evaluate the company’s performance, we believe 
these measurements assist investors in their understanding of period-to-period operating performance and in identifying 
historical and prospective trends.

Reconciliations of non-GAAP financial measures to the most comparable GAAP measures are available in the Investor Relations 
portion of the company’s website at https://ir.sonimtech.com/. Non-GAAP measures are not presented to be replacements or 
alternatives to the GAAP measures, and investors are urged to consider these non-GAAP measures in addition to, and not in 
substitution for, measures prepared in accordance with GAAP. Sonim may present or calculate its non-GAAP measures differently 
from other companies.

Introduction

https://ir.sonimtech.com/
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Today’s 
smartphones 
aren’t made 
to last

87 
million

Source: Allstate Protection Plans Mobile Mythconceptions Study

Americans have damaged 
their smartphone in the 
last 12 months

Reimagining
Rugged
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But ours are.Reimagining
Rugged
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People need 
durable, reliable 
communication 
devices, 
not expensive and 
ineffective cases, 
screen protectors, 
and insurance plans

Reimagining
Rugged
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We are ready to deliver 
a total portfolio,
from ultra-rugged 
to durable for active 
consumers.
Sonim devices are always 
ready for whatever life 
presents: anytime, anywhere.
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Reimagining
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over
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ultra-rugged 
devices sold

Nasdaq:
SONM
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Why we win
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Unique value.
Better specs.
Competitive pricing. 
• New investment and leadership team

• SonimReady: Integrated manufacturing and engineering managed with new build / delivery processes

• Streamlined and expanded product line for scale and efficiency

• Refreshed brand and enhanced GTM

• Comprehensive warranty program across tiers

/ 9

Why we win
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Sonim’s total value 
offering exceeds 
competition

Affordable Price ● ●
Waterproof ●
Durability ●

Comprehensive 
Warranty ●

SonimWare ●

Why we win

Other brands
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We are the only rugged OEM selling through 
all Tier 1 North American carriers, opening up 
multiple channels for future products

● ● ●
● ● ●
● ●
● ●
● ●
● ●

Why we win
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SonimReady

• Ability to deliver new products faster
and more cost effectively

• Supply chain efficiencies
• Cost efficiencies
• Leveraged engineering resources
• Industry best practices and learnings

A deep relationship with our 
ODM provides significant opportunity, 
scale and speed to market

Why we win
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The overall rugged 
market is growing.

Source: “Rugged Phones Market” – The Insight Partners 
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The rugged smartphone market 
in the US is GROWING at a 
16.7% CAGR over the next 
7 years, presenting a meaningful 
opportunity for growth and 
expansion.

Reimagining
Rugged
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307 Million
Smartphone Users in 

the USA

Consumer 
Durable

Rugged Pro

Ultra-
Rugged

So we are thoughtfully 
expanding our product 
portfolio to serve 
adjacent markets

Source: Statista

Reimagining
Rugged
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While still
holding true
to our 
Sonim DNA 

SonimWare enhances user 
experience and customization 
with proprietary applications 

Our commitment to not worry 
about your Sonim device

Unparalleled service 
from sales to onboarding 

to daily use 

Sonim Rugged Performance Standards 
(RPS) consist of 12 benchmarks of 

endurance and durability

SonimWare

Focused Solutions  
delivers total value and 

optimization

Designed for Business and
Mission Critical needs provides a 

foundation for new everyday 
durable devices

Reimagining
Rugged
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Differentiated product lines serve 
distinctive growth markets

Ultra-Rugged Rugged Consumer Durable
Sonim ultra-rugged devices are built 
to our industry leading Rugged 
Performance Standards.

Sonim Rugged devices deliver a high level of 
durability without giving up the look and feel 
of a consumer smartphone.

The right mix of durability features 
and 5G smartphone functionality. Where modern 
rugged meets value for everyday use.

First Responders

Utility Workers

Heavy Industry

Construction

Transportation

Tradesman

Security

Hospitality

Weekend Warrior

Adventurist

Consumers

Reimagining
Rugged
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With an expanded portfolio, 
we are poised for significant growth

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

First 5G Rugged 
Phone launch

Penetrate 
Consumer 

Market
2% Consumer 
Market Share

• Product placement 
(semi-rugged + Endurance) 

• Diversify product line to 
add ODM service business

• Successful initial launch of 
consumer durable product line

• Brand recognition 
• Force main rugged competitors 

out of NA market

5G5G

Reimagining
Rugged
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Financial 
Outline

Road to success
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2021 
Financial 
Results

• Second half of 2021 lower margins 
were due to sales mix with more sales 
of low margin feature phones and 
other discontinued products.

• R&D of $17.7m is primarily for next 
generation products that had little 
revenue in 2021.

• Legal Fees and SEC costs of $11.4m 
have decreased significantly in 2022.

Financial 
Outline
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1H’2022
Financial 
Results

• Gross margins increase in Q2 2022 
due to higher sales of higher margin 
next generation feature phones.

• Legal Fees and SEC costs have 
decreased significantly from 2021.

• Continued cost cutting has lowered 
operating expenses.

• Quarterly net loss continues to 
improve.

Financial 
Outline

$M's
Revenue 13.3$                                12.0$                                

Cost of Sales 10.7$                                8.4$                                   

Gross Profit 2.6$                                   3.5$                                   

Product Gross Margin 19% 30%

Manufacturing Overhead 1.0$                                   0.7$                                   

Gross Margin 12% 24%

R & D 1.2$                                   0.6$                                   
Total Sales & Marketing 2.2$                                   2.0$                                   

Sales 1.3$                                   1.0$                                   
Marketing 0.3$                                   0.4$                                   
Prod Dev 0.6$                                   0.6$                                   

G&A 1.9$                                   1.4$                                   
  Legal Fees 0.1$                                   0.5$                                   
Adjusted Operating Expenses 5.4$                                   4.5$                                   

Adjusted Operating Profit (3.8)$                                  (1.6)$                                  

R&D-Future Prods & Uncontrollable Expenses:
Coforge 0.5$                                   0.4$                                   
Third Party Engineering 2.4$                                   1.7$                                   
D&O 0.3$                                   0.5$                                   
SEC -$                                   -$                                   
Other Expenses 0.1$                                   0.0$                                   

Total R&D/Futur/Uncontrol 3.4$                                   2.6$                                   

GAAP Gain/Loss (7.2)$                                  (4.2)$                                  

Q1'22 Actual Q2'22 Actual
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Revenue $100M $200M $500M

Gross Margin % 23% 27% 28%

Non-GAAP 
OPEX % 25% 22% 16%

Adjusted 
EBITDA ➖ ➕ ➕

Free Cash Flow ➖ ➕ ➕

The Sonim business 
model provides 
benefits to scale

For illustrative purposes only

Financial 
Outline

Potential Additional Growth Accelerators

Strategic/
M&A

R&D

Consumer 
Marketing

New Geos
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Financial 
Outline Our  

Team

Dyan Kaplan
SVP Sales and
Customer 
Experience

• 19 Years in telecommunications industry
• Bachelor degree in Accounting 

from New York University

• 21 years’ experience in telecom 
and communication industry

• PMP certified

• 28 years experience in telecommunications 
& power 
tools industry 

• Bachelor degree in engineering

Mike Coad
SVP Product

• 30+ years in wireless telecom industry
• Engineering and MBA degrees

Jerry Yang
SVP Global 
Engineering

Zhide Wang
SVP Global 
Operations

Peter Liu
Chief Executive 
Officer

• 30 years experience in wireless 
telecom industry 

• Certified Six Sigma Black Belt
• MBA from Laurance Tech University in 

Michigan 

• 30 years of experience in finance 
and accounting

• Certified Public Accountant
• BA in Economics and Business from UCLA

• 30 years of experience in 
wireless telecom industry

• BA in Finance from University of Michigan

Clay Crolius
Chief Financial 
Officer

Chuck Becher
Chief Commercial 
Officer
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you.
Thank

Investor Contact
Matt Kreps 
Darrow Associates
+1-214-597-8200
mkreps@darrowir.com


